Creative Commons Attributions

There are currently six Creative Commons licenses available. Be sure to identify the one used by the content creator of the item in question. The license will determine how you can use and modify content for your thesis or dissertation. See https://creativecommons.org/licenses/ for more information.

- Correct attribution format for an item that is using a Creative Commons license:

  “Title of Item” by [name of author] is licensed under CC BY 2.0.

  Example:

  "Creative Commons 10th Birthday Celebration San Francisco" by tvol is licensed under CC BY 2.0

  Because:

  **Title?** "Creative Commons 10th Birthday Celebration San Francisco"

  **Author?** "tvol" - linked to his profile page

  **Source?** "Creative Commons 10th Birthday Celebration San Francisco" - linked to original Flickr page

  **License?** "CC BY 2.0" - linked to license deed

"Best practices for attribution" by Creative Commons is licensed under CC BY 4.0 / Edited from original text. Retrieved from https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/Best_practices_for_attribution
Correct attribution format for a modified item that is using a Creative Commons license:

"Title of Item" by [name of author] is licensed under CC BY 2.0 / [How item has been modified]

Example:

"Creative Commons 10th Birthday Celebration San Francisco" by tvol, used under CC BY 2.0 / Desaturated from original

Because:

Title, Author, Source, and License are all noted.

Modification? "Desaturated from original"

For more information and examples, visit [https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/Best_practices_for_attribution](https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/Best_practices_for_attribution)